
MBI Data Problems and Questions

Overview

Policymakers and program administrators seeking to understand MBI enrollment
trends and analyzing impact on Medicaid and other programs need to know at a
minimum:

Demographic Characteristics

Primary disabling condition

Prior and current participation in other public programs including

Public Program Participation: SSDI, SSI (including the 1619 (b) provision) and
Medicare

To further the analysis to determine costs/ PMPM expenditures to Medicaid
(including comparing expenditures by primary disability) for people who
participate in the MBI are new to Medicaid, the amount of claims pre-MBl, on MBI
and if disenrolled, after Buy-ln; the amount of premium paid while on the Buy-ln;
eamed income pre-Buy-ln (answering the question: how do employment
outcomes vary according to whether MBI participants were once enrolled in
Medicaid? And...how do employment outcomes of participants who were once
enrolled in Medicaid clranged after they enrolled in the MBI? Thus we would
need to extract from data differences in employment, hours worked, earnings and
private health insurance coverage.

Disenrollment information on why people leave the MBI; whether disenrollees
access other kinds of health coverage (or are eligible for other Medicaid
coverage) after leaving the MBI? Wrether disenrollees return to the MBI after a
period ofi the MBI (aka churning)

DATA SOURCES

MMIS data yield the "Finder Files'which has the basic demographic information
including gender, race, Social Security number, zip code, date entering MBl, total
Medicaid claims paid

InRhodes data yields public program participation, income, unemployment
insurance and dates, workers compensation and dates, client disability type,
Buy-ln Client termination reason, income levels rrhile on the MBl, MBI closure
(disenrollment) reason.



Buy-ln premium amounts are tracked outside of InRhodes and MMIS.

PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING DATA

The most glaring problems are related to lnRhodes data (only available for 2006-
2AO7) as there was not staff to extract in 2009.

In addition to lacking data conceming unemployment insurance and dates,
workers compensation and dates and, with a few exceptions, primary disability
type (and this defies explanation - there had to be a disability determination to be
eligible for the Buy-ln plus the vast majority were on SSDI before they went on
the MBI)

The low number of individuals who have been or are on the MBI should allow for
an in-depth data analysis per MBI participant (with confidentiality ensured) but
when this was done it exposed the fact that there are data inconsistencies and
errors - for example:

Lining up MMIS data and InRhodes Data there are problems - for example:

Mafe participant #10 and again #20 -....there is no male who went on in
07....a9e 53 but there is one Female...is that a mistake? is that person a female?

Participant # 36 M 55 W...says came on MBI in2OO7 (and is still on in 2009)
but it says that he "Lost eligibilit/ in 2006 (but never came on in 206)????

In-Rhodes: in addition to missing data, clear problems include

Buv{n Closure reason:

Reasons given include "Open'(supposedly still on MBI), "Lost eligibilit/ (no
reason given); "Self-Pay', "No Part B', uN/Ao, "No Info Available', "Excess
lncome'

"Open" should mean still on MBI (as of the end of 2W7). Yet a number of people
for whom it indicates Open are off the Buy-ln and didn't get back on...for
example, Participant #2 - F 41 W - on MBI 9-1-06 - 10-31{6....says "Open"
(though apparently went off in 10-06 and not back on in 2006 or 200; Participant
#3 M 36 Won MBI 9-1-06 - 10-31-06...says "Open"; Participant #6 as well...

"Self-Pay" - what does this mean vis-a-vis MBI closure.... for some - ex. M 28
unknown race has gone off the buy-in and this is the reason....but then there is
#14 F 43 W rb sffll on the MBI tn zMg and has never gone off, acarding to
MMIS data, but it says Self Pay for the closure reason...
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"No Part B" -what does this mean --#11 F 40 W is stiil on the MBI in z0/llg
and has never gone oft, according to MMIS data.... but it says No Part B for
the closure reason...

"No info available" why not?

"N/A" why?

ncome Level

Given in FPL increments - not amounts nor indicating earned or unearned - so
that it is difficuft to analyze actual income levels... . <100o/o - 2006... is there not a
way to get actual income in $$.

Also there is aggregated data from InRhodes that gives false information:

For example: the question "Enrolled in 1619a or 1619 b programs?'The
aggregate data report indicates that in 2006 19 individuals were enrolled in one
of these programs, 0 not and in 2OAT 23 people enrolled, 1 not....looking at the
raw data by individual, it is the reverse - only 1 MBI participant is listed as
participating in 1619 a or 1619 b, the rest not.

Other aggregate data is therefore questionable.

Finally, last week when an inquiry regarding the inconsistencies or absence of
data was made, the response does not inspire confidence in the data:

Remember that the (lnRhod*) data all came from looking up information
one perston at a time in the lnRhodes software. To gtve context, not all data
from lnRhodes was from the same scrlee& so I expect it was easy to make
a mistake in jumping around through the various scnoens for#10,#20, and
the otherc.

Also, the feeltng of people using lnRhodes dafa is that it has a lot of errcrs
in it. Many of the answens in the spreadsheet had to be taken out of tert
Doxes - there were no dropdowns, check Doxes, or ndio buttons in the
green scfieen lnRhodes software. All in all, not conducive to getting a
cohercnt batch of data even though it's not that many people although
there were a number of frelds extncte'rf per penson.
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